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global mappers mac os x version of er mapper includes features that are unique to the mac platform. the er mapper user guide contains information about er mapper on mac os x, including how to install the
application and prepare it for use. also included are sample configuration files for use with advanced gis functionalities. the er mapper user guide includes numerous tutorials in pdf format to help with

installation, configuration, and advanced techniques. the guides for advanced gis functions (such as data conversion, data manipulation and field editing) are much more extensive than the guides for the
basic gis functions. the er mapper sdk for macintosh is compatible with mac os x 10.8 and above. although the macos version of er mapper has additional features, it is primarily intended to serve as a starting
point for developers who wish to incorporate the developer technologies into their next commercial or industrial application. er mapper offers three types of subscription services: one-time - a paid subscription

that expires after use one-time - a free trial subscription, which includes all functionality of the full paid subscription dedicated - a paid subscription that will continue until it expires. using er mapper is very
easy. there is a client-side editor that allows you to manipulate the data, and a server-side editor that lets you import and export the data. the client can be used to create or manipulate layers and exports of

data. the server can be used to import and export data, to build layers (such as geocodes and hydrographical delineations), or in a host of other ways. the server can also be used to import and export site
data into a gis.
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global mapper is unique in the way it supports the creation of quality benchmarks or baselines within the application. the baselines can be placed, trimmed, and edited and updated in real-time. each baseline
measures the geometric precision of the currently displayed image as it is digitized with the raster engine. once the baselines have been established, the accuracy of the coordinate systems can be checked
and more accurate baselines can be created or reviewed at any time. by placing predefined baselines on the map, global mapper can help ensure that 2d data is spatially accurate. an ideal gis is one that is
easy to use, yet powerful enough to support all users in their project. thus, global mapper is built for the ultimate in collaboration, from the mobile user on the move to the field office with more than a dozen
employees. this is especially true with the support of the er diagram capability. the er diagram is an intuitive way to visualize and interact with the data. er diagram also provides high quality aerial imagery.
the er diagram is highly flexible and powerful and can handle almost any data. global mapper supports the ability to place results in the gap between two baselines. as long as the match tolerance is set to at

least 2 %, an object can be placed anywhere within the gap, but the exact position will not be calculated unless the desired point is adjacent to a baseline. the coordinates produced from the placement
process are valid for editing. the gap tolerance feature ensures that all coordinates within the gap are valid. global mapper is built on the gs-base platform, a scalable solution built from the ground up to

facilitate fast and smooth multi-user and multi-language operations. the result is high performance, multi-platform software, taking advantage of the best-in-class features found in arcgis software. 5ec8ef588b
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